Disclaimer

Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design
Overview & Refresher

• This presentation will cover topics that some members of

the audience may find offensive, objectionable,
controversial, or with which they disagree. Each person is
entitled to their opinion, and so am I as the presenter. My
opinions are developed from years of education, training,
and experience in this field. I welcome counterpoints from
the audience, if you are willing to share it in a civilized
discussion, with proper respect to my opinions, as well as
the opinions of those in the room.
• If you are easily offended or over sensitive, you are invited
to leave the room or stop watching. Counterpoints are
always welcome in the presentations; however, opposing
views or objections by observers shall not be cause, nor
reason for terminating this presentation, or modifying the
agreed upon length of presentations.

By
Randall I. Atlas Ph.D. , FAIA, CPP
Atlas Safety & Security Design Inc.
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Crime and fear threaten us all

Do you perceive a risk to your safety?

• Crime/terror is the end of many peoples’ universe 2
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Fear changes our behavior!

Architectural created vulnerability

• Fear increases:
• At night, for females
• In isolated areas, with lack of view
• With hidden areas, poor lighting
• Noise is fear generator
• When paths cross with others
• When in unknown space
• With graffiti, vandalism, litter
Source: LA Story
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ATM’s in China using CPTED –
secured sallyport, good visibility

National Crime
Prevention
Institute
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Determine Modes of Attack

Influence criminal behavior by:
• Removing conditions that reinforce

• Is the threat from
within?

crime
• Reducing the opportunity for crime
and incivilities

• Or, is the threat from

• Incorporate security features into the

• How will the

outside?
perpetrator gain access
to the property?

built and natural environments

• Create sense of safety for area users
• Reinforce legitimate uses, and users.

• Is the attack likely?
• What tools or weapons
will they use?
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Risk, threats, vulnerability analysis

PUBLIC
SAFETY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PUBLIC
HEALTH

CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

•
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Identify assets
Determine criticality
Determine threats
Determine modes of attack
Determine vulnerability
Determine protection required
Threat and vulnerability analysis will
determine the weaknesses and potential for
attacks
The result is an integrated functional
security design
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Identify Assets: What is to be protected

How critical is the asset to be protected?

• What is the mission

• People
• Information
• Property

statement of the
facility?

• What and whom
are the probable
targets?

• How easy can the
assets be replaced?
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Definition of Threat: Workplace Violence

Food for thought….
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Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design

CPTED

• Through the proper use of design
you can reduce the opportunity
and fear of predatory type crime
and as a result in the improvement
in the quality of life (work, play,
live, learn)

Proper Design and Use
of the Built
Environment
Reduce
Improve
Fear of
Quality of
Reduce Opportunities for
Crime
Life
Stranger to Stranger
Predatory Type Crimes

• CPTED is a course about

CPTED

consequences, common sense
within the theatre of the absurd!

Reduction of Crime and Fear

Everything that happens is created, promoted, or allowed.
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CPTED looks at Big View

Problem Seeking versus Problem Solving
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CPTED: Tiered Approach

The Promise of CPTED: Deliverables

• Undesirable features can be avoided

• Different

at the design stage

Perspectives:

• Existing buildings can be modified to

• Classic CPTED
• CPTED matrix
• Safe Cities: Elements
• 2nd Generation

make them less crime – prone

• These improvements need not be
expensive

• CPTED changes can be
architecturally and aesthetically
pleasing

CPTED
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CPTED Theory

Defensible Space: Who are the users?

• Cast of characters
• Normal users: legitimate
• Abnormal users: illegitimate
• Observers: capable guardians

• The arrangement and design of
buildings and open spaces can
encourage or discourage
undesirable behavior and
criminal activity.

• It is possible to reduce
opportunities for crime and
disorderly behavior by changing
the physical environment.
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Who are the illegitimate users?

Source: Blazing Saddles
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CPTED Process

Good Design & Proper Use

• Multiple professional disciplines
working together as a team

• Good design increases perceptions

• Relies on partnerships,

of safety and creates an
environment for positive social
interaction.

collaboration and cooperation

• Fosters a holistic approach
• CPTED is a course of
“consequences”
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The Onion (layered) Approach

CPTED Basic CPTED Classification

• 1st Level-Outer
Perimeter

• 2nd LevelBuilding Exterior

• 3rd Level
ORGANIZED
(people)

MECHANICAL
(technology)

Interior Control,
Point Security

NATURAL
(design)
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Defensible Space: Public to Private

CPTED Strategies

• Natural Surveillance
• Natural Access Control
• Territoriality – boundary
definition

• Management
• Maintenance
• Legitimate Activity Support
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Using CPTED Strategies

Natural Surveillance

• Natural surveillance - providing
•
•
•
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• The design and placement of

unobstructed lines of sight to enhance
supervision of building users engaging in
inappropriate behavior
Natural access control - providing clearly
defined points of entry where screening
can be conducted
Territoriality/Boundary definition separating public from private spaces
Image and milieu - Does our built
environments reduce the risks, increase
the effort and difficulty, and remove the
excuses
35

physical features in such a way
as to maximize visibility.

• A key statement which easily
describes this principle is “see
and be seen.”
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Natural surveillance – lines of sight
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What you see on the drawings

Designing in hiding spots
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What you see six months later…

Are we asking for what we want?

• CPTED seeks to identify undesirable
features that can be avoided at the
design stage by using vulnerability
and threat analysis to determine
anticipated weaknesses and potential
for attack!

• The owner must communicate the
security needs in order to get a
responsive design… but are we
getting the information?
Atlas Safety & Security Design Inc.
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Are we sending mixed messages?

Beveling the corners
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Beveled corners remove ambush spots

Access Control Strategies

• Providing clear and esthetically
pleasing transitions between
commercial and residential uses.

• Limiting the number of
•
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entrances and exits from
buildings and parking lots.
Access control addressing
legitimate uses and users!
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Movement predictors

• A predictable or changeable
•

•

route or path that offers no
choice to pedestrians.
An assailant can predict where
persons will end up once they
are on a path and can lie and
wait for them.
Examples are pedestrian tunnels,
moving sidewalks, staircases,
bathrooms in malls.
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Territorial Reinforcement

• The delineation of private, semi•
•

private, and public space.
The use of physical attributes
that express ownership.
The reduction of unassigned
space which has no clearly
defined purpose.

• Defining of public versus private
boundaries
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The Onion (layered) Approach
Once you have addressed the risks,
threats, and vulnerabilities-analyze
the choices available using organized,
mechanical, and natural classifications
for the various levels of defense.

• 1st Level-Outer
Perimeter

• 2nd Level-Building
Exterior

• 3rd Level Interior
Control, Point Security
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Design facilitating Crime
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Territoriality Strategies

• The use of art, signage,
landscaping, fencing, pavement
treatments, and other amenities
that denote pride and
ownership.

• The placement of buildings or
other exterior features in a
manner that defines an area of
influence and exerts a sense of
ownership.
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Territoriality
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Warning Signage - Groundrules
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Signage removing excuses
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Removing confusion and excuses
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Unmistakable Clarity

CPTED 3-D Space Concepts

• Designation: what is the intended
use? What behavior will be allowed?

• Definition: what are the physical
boundaries or limits? Is it clear what
activities are allowed where?

• Design: does the physical
environmental support the intended
use?
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Organized Solutions - Security Staffing

Capable Guardianship
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Safe Cities: CPTED Elements

• Visibility-sightlines, lighting
• Ownership - territoriality
• Land-use
• Activity generators
• Readability
• Movement predictors
• Mobility paths
• Entrapment areas
• Maintenance
• Target hardening/ fortressing

Visibility – awareness of the place

•

After dark, fears of personal violence and
risks are heightened.
Badly designed and poorly lit areas offer
opportunities for crime to occur and give us
a message that an area is uncared for.
Improving lighting decreases fear of crime
and levels of interpersonal crime, and
encourages people to use public areas, and
may increase natural surveillance.

•
•

•

Observation by others can discourage
criminal acts and help if we are being
threatened. People feel safer when we see,
and can be seen by other people.
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CPTED Elements - Ownership
• Taking responsibility and caring for an urban
environment helps make it safer.

• Ownership includes active, legal ownership of
property as well as sense of connection we
feel the places we use or belong to.

• When we extend our sense of ownership
beyond our front yards, we are more likely to
take care of and take responsibility for our
streets, our blocks , our neighborhoods.

• Areas that are well cared for and looked after
are less likely to become crime sites.
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• Taking pride in ownership is a game changer
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Ownership

Land-Use and Activity Generators
• Compatible variety of land use activities
make an area safer. A variety of uses
such as working, shopping, and playing in
the same area involve more people at
different time which increases the “eyes
on the street”

• Avoid land use which conflicts between
different user groups.

• Users need to be able to casually observe
the public areas.

• The mix of uses provides activity during
various times of the day.
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Eyes on the street – mixed use/users
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Activity Generator

• Land use compatibility may

•

•

sometimes require physical
separation to preserve the
character of the neighborhood.
Sometimes only a fence or
hedge is needed to create a
sense of boundary between
incompatible use.
Examples: play areas for kids
and teens
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Why is this better?
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Readability

Readability

• Is it clear what kind of building it is? Where is
the entrance?

• We feel safer when we know where we are

•
•

going, and can follow a clear path to get there. If
we are lost, disorientated, or confused, we are
also more likely to appear vulnerable and thus
become a target for crime.
Readability is the way in which the physical
environment gives us that sense of place and
orientation.
A readable environment provides us with the
cues about who uses a space and what type of
behavior to expect so that we can choose a safer
route and avoid behavior we find undesirable or
threatening.
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Mobility Paths
• The hierarchy of streets designed

•

•
Atlas Safety & Security Design Inc.
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as primary highways, secondary
streets, and tertiary, traffic carriers
can keep unnecessary car and
pedestrian traffic out of
neighborhoods and as a result,
neighborhood crime is reduced.
If redundant movement systems
are remote from each other, they
may feel and be less safe because
one of the systems are under-used
or even deserted
Parallel paths or routes can make
movement safer, i.e. bike paths
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Movement of People & Services

CPTED addresses conflicting uses/users
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Good Property Maintenance

•
•
•
•
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Maintenance

Building Maintenance-the building should
have bright colored paint to reflect
ambient light. Keep it looking cared for.
Stairs/Balconies- stairs and balconies
should not have cluttered appearance.
They should appear clean and safe.
Courtyards- keep trees and bushes
trimmed. Maintain good lighting and litter
control.
Parking Lots –maintain lighting, asphalt
and storage. Paint speed bumps and fire
lanes as necessary
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Order Maintenance

• Prompt identification of attention to
•

acts associated with disorderly
behavior.
Acts include littering, noise, juvenile
violations, vandalism, loitering,
panhandling, traffic and parking
violations, prostitution and public
consumption of alcohol.

• Maintaining equipment in working
order – meeting best practices and
standards of care
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How long has this condition existed?

Lights broken and unrepaired
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Fire code violations and security
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After the fact modifications – ugly!

Your life may depend on it!
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The rock as smoker’s door stop

Door closer is detached
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Removing the palette for graffiti
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Texture of surface and coatings

Designing walls to resist climbing
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Target hardening/fortressing
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Live work and play

Zoning Setbacks and CPTED
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Mixed use: New Urbanism
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What is the protection level really needed?
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Landscaping and Plantings

CPTED Reviewer

• The City of Pompano Beach has

appointed a CPTED Reviewer for all
new development in the city. It is the
job of the reviewer to determine the
level of security measures that are
needed on a case-by-case basis. The
reviewer then reviews the plans to
ensure that adequate CPTED and
other safety and security measures
have been included in the design. If
the design lacks sufficient CPTED
strategies, the reviewer would then
work with the designer to incorporate
appropriate design elements.
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CPTED and Security required

• CPTED has been officially adopted

as criteria for approval by the
Design Review Committee (DRC).
Through partnership with the BSO,
Pompano Beach has made it a
requirement that all design
proposals be inspected by a CPTED
trained rep of Broward Sheriff’s
Office (BSO) CPTED Review Team
before being approved. The BSO
deputy serves on the DRC as the
voice of law enforcement in
planning related matters.
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The consequences of incompetency
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Balancing the perspectives
What is for the highest good?

Atlas Safety & Security Design Inc.
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What is the highest good for CPTED?

Conclusions

Action Steps:

• Conduct the CPTED
•
•
•
•
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risk threat assessment
Change how people
use the building
Use technology last
Use national standards
as a starting point
Just do it!
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